
Abstract— The future PLINIUS-2 platform of CEA Cadarache 
will be dedicated to the study of corium interactions in severe 
nuclear accidents, and will host innovative large-scale 
experiments. The Nuclear Measurement Laboratory of CEA 
Cadarache is in charge of real-time high-energy X-ray imaging 
set-ups, for the study of the corium-water and corium-sodium 
interaction, and of the corium stratification process. Imaging 
such large and high-density objects requires a 15 MeV linear 
electron accelerator coupled to a tungsten target creating a high-
energy Bremsstrahlung X-ray flux, with corresponding dose rate 
about 100 Gy/min at 1 m. The signal is detected by phosphor 
screens coupled to high-framerate scientific CMOS cameras. The 
imaging set-up is established using an experimentally-validated 
home-made simulation software (MODHERATO). The code 
computes quantitative radiographic signals from the description 
of the source, object geometry and composition, detector, and 
geometrical configuration (magnification factor, etc.). It accounts 
for several noise sources (photonic and electronic noises, swank 
and readout noise), and for image blur due to the source spot-size 
and to the detector unsharpness. In a view to PLINIUS-2, the 
simulation has been improved to account for the scattered flux, 
which is expected to be significant. The paper presents the 
scattered flux calculation using the MCNP transport code, and its 
integration into the MODHERATO simulation. Then the 
validation of the improved simulation is presented, through 
confrontation to real measurement images taken on a small-scale 
equivalent set-up on the PLINIUS platform. Excellent agreement 
is achieved. This improved simulation is therefore being used to 
design the PLINIUS-2 imaging set-ups (source, detectors, 
cameras, etc.).

Index Terms— X-ray imaging, MODHERATO, PLINIUS-2, 
Severe Accidents, Corium

I. INTRODUCTION

HE study of severe nuclear accidents is a major
research topic at CEA (French atomic energy agency). In 

this scope, the PLINIUS experimental platform situated in 
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Cadarache studies the behavior of corium (melt fuel-structure 
mixture), through several experimental set-ups [1]. The tests 
performed on this facility provide crucial data and validation 
for the models elaborated at CEA. Among the test facilities of 
PLINIUS, the KROTOS facility studies the corium-water 
interaction, through the release of corium into a water tank [2].
It includes high-frequency X-ray imaging through the whole 
process, which allows a worldwide unique real-time 
visualization of the reaction [3] (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. High-energy X-ray visualization of the corium-water interaction on the 
KROTOS facility [4]

Imaging the water test column requires an X-ray spectrum of 
the MeV order of magnitude. A 9 MeV linear electron 
accelerator (LINAC) coupled to a tungsten target is used to 
produce an X-ray pulsed cone-beam. The dose rate is about 
15 Gy/min at 1 m. The detector is composed of a scintillating 
Gadox plate coupled to four high-framerate sCMOS cameras.
The reaction kinetics (corium fragmentation) imposes a high 
image frequency in order to decompose the reaction process. 
Each camera reads up to 50 Hz, and the LINAC pulse 
frequency is set so that there is one image per pulse (200 Hz at 
most).
The Fukushima accident in 2011 has launched new effort in 
the field of severe accidents study. A new platform named 
PLINIUS-2 is planned in Cadarache, and will be dedicated to 
larger-scale experiments for corium study (higher corium 
masses) [5]. In addition to water reactors, the PLINIUS-2 field 
of study will cover future sodium-cooled fast reactors under 
design by CEA.
High-energy X-ray imaging will be required on three 
experiments of PLINIUS-2: the test sections for water-corium 
interaction and sodium-corium interaction study, and the 
stratification process study. Higher attenuation than in 
KROTOS is expected on these bigger test columns. In this 
scope, the design of imaging set-ups is carefully examined and 
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optimized, in order to reach the desired performances in terms
of detection limit, noise level, and contrast. The imaging
design for PLINIUS-2 is made on a simulation basis, with the 
KROTOS imaging performances as a target (millimetric 
detection limit, relative noise level about 1%). The simulation 
is based on the MODHERATO code, which produces 
simulated radiographies, quantitatively comparable to the 
images obtained by a real imaging system. Section II will 
describe the simulation principle, and validation through 
confrontation to real images taken on KROTOS. Then, 
application to the design and imaging performances previsions 
for the future PLINIUS-2 imaging set-ups will be discussed in 
section III. Section IV will finally present the conclusion and 
perspectives of this work.

II. UPGRADE OF THE SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

The MODHERATO code has been developed by 
CEA/LMN for high-energy imaging applications in 
radiography and tomography. In the view of the PLINIUS-2
design studies, the simulation has been improved and 
validated on an experimental basis, in order to allow fine 
quantitative prediction of the future imaging system 
performances. We present in this chapter the simulation 
principle of MODHERATO applied to point-source 
radiography, as well as the confrontation with experimental 
images on the case of KROTOS.

A. Simulation in cone-beam radiography
Computation of the radiographic signal includes two distinct 

steps. The first step is the exponential attenuation of the X-ray 
beam through the matter up to the detector. This step requires
the description of the angular and energetic distributions of the 
X-ray source. A Monte Carlo computation is needed using the
MCNP-6 code [6], describing the electron beam and
conversion target. The calculation is done once for all for a
given LINAC. The description of the geometrical objects
present in the path of the X radiation to the detector is also
needed, with their elementary composition and density
(description of the test column, and description of corium and
vapor inside the column for example). Finally, the tabulated
data for the photon-matter interaction cross-sections [7] and
the distances between source, object and detector
(magnification factor) are required.

The attenuated flux I(y,z) incident on point  (y,z) of the 2D 
detector is related to the source flux I0(y,z) emitted in direction 
of point (y,z) by:
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where, for each material m on the path from the source to 
point (y,z), m is the attenuation coefficient (in cm-1) and em is 
the thickness crossed by the X-ray in this material.
At this step of the simulation, we get the X-ray flux incident 
on the detector.
The second part of the simulation is the computation of the
detector response. In a KROTOS-like configuration 
(scintillator and camera coupling), this requires, for a given 

scintillator material and thickness, a preliminary calculation 
with MCNP of the detection efficiency , and the mean energy 
deposited by the X-photon as a function of its energy, as well 
as the associated dispersion (“swank noise”). It also requires 
the scintillation yield, the de-magnification factor (phosphor 
screen dimensions over camera sensor dimensions), as well as 
the camera characteristics: electronic yield, readout noise, 
numerical conversion.
The detected X-ray flux is randomly sampled in a Poissonian 
law around the mean value I to account for the statistical 
noise. It is then converted into visible photon flux, then into 
electron flux also randomly sampled in a Poissonian law 
around the mean value, then into numerical signal in ADC1

units. The simulated signal noise, in addition to the statistical 
fluctuation of X-photons and visible photons counting, 
accounts for the swank and readout noise sources.
The simulation also accounts for the source spot-size, and for 
the detector response FWHM for a point-source, resulting in 
image blur.
The absolute simulated signal in ADC units is quantitatively 
comparable to experimental raw signals taken on the 
corresponding configuration without any background 
subtraction or normalization.

B. Scattered X-ray flux contribution
The use of a 2D phosphor plate induces high contribution of 
the scattered X-ray flux, i.e. photons that encountered 
trajectory deviation due to Compton scattering inside the test 
column. The signal induced by these photons will be mis-
interpreted as coming directly from the source.
The MCNP code is used to evaluate the bias on the X-ray flux 
incident on the detector. At each point of the detector, MCNP 
gives the proportion of X-photons that encountered at least 
one scattering event on their path from the source to the 
detector. A map of scattered X-ray flux Is(y,z) on each point of 
the detector is then constituted once for all in a given 
configuration. Scattering due to objects inside the column is 
considered as high as scattering due to the background (water 
or sodium for PLINIUS-2). In the presence of corium, the 
scattering flux will then be slightly overestimated.
The MODHERATO code has been upgraded to take the 
scattered-photon flux map on the detector surface as an input, 
and add it to the attenuated direct flux I. The total flux on the 
detector surface corresponds to both direct and scattered flux 
contributions: Itot(y,z) = I(y,z) + Is(y,z). Fig. 2 shows the ratio 
of direct over scattered flux on the Gadox plate in KROTOS, 
given by MCNP. This ratio is around 2, i.e. the scattered flux 
represents about 1/3 of the total flux. It is interesting to note 
that the direct flux I on the detector is peaked on the image 
center, due to the LINAC emitting preferentially forward, 
whereas the scattered flux is rather spread on the image. The 
scattering is therefore less disadvantageous in the image 
center.

1 ADC: Analog to Digital Conversion.

Fig. 2. Ratio of direct flux over scattered flux on the Gadox screen for the 
KROTOS water test section (MCNP simulation).

C. Validation on KROTOS images
KROTOS is a good representation of the future PLINIUS-2
imaging challenges. Especially for the corium-coolant 
interaction (interaction of corium with water or sodium), the 
future experiments are extended from KROTOS. Images taken 
on KROTOS in small-field configuration with a known 
phantom were used to validate the simulation. The phantom 
consists in a polyethylene cylinder of density 0.95, 
representing water (similar density and attenuation power),
containing various steel balls of known positions and 
diameters (see Fig. 3). This phantom was created originally to 
estimate the detection limit of the set-up.

Fig. 3. Steel balls phantom: polyethylene cylinder (left). The inside of the 
cylinder is filled either with polyethylene or with the plate containing the balls 
(right).

Fig. 4 presents the real image from one of the four cameras, 
together with the simulated image using the same grey-scale.
Fig. 5 shows the signal on the central horizontal profile 
(pictured in green on Fig. 4), in the case of real image (raw 
signal from one camera, in ADC units) and simulated image 
(simulation signal in ADC units). The simulated profile 
without scattered flux contribution is also presented to 
highlight the scattering correction impact.

Fig. 4. Real image (left) and corresponding simulated image (right) of the 
steel balls phantom on KROTOS.

Fig. 5. Comparison between real signal taken on KROTOS and corresponding 
simulated signal from MODHERATO, with and without scattering, for the 
green profile of Fig. 4.

The account of scattered flux significantly reduces 
discrepancy between simulated and measured data as 
expected. Very good agreement is achieved, especially near 
the image center. Near the edge of the picture, the measured 
signal darkens due to a vignetting effect of the camera 
objective, which is not simulated to date. The noise level is 
also well reproduced by the simulation: around 1.2% of the 
total signal.

As it was shown in paragraph A, the simulation only relies on 
parameters obtained by simulation (MCNP) or known from 
the cameras documentation. No empirical artefact is added to 
the calculated signal. Therefore, the good agreement with the 
measured data is a validation that the simulation is predictive
for such systems.

III. DESIGN OF THE FUTURE PLINIUS-2 IMAGING SET-UPS 
AND ASSOCIATED PREDICTED PERFORMANCES

The PLINIUS-2 imaging set-ups will rely on the same 
principle as KROTOS on which the simulation was validated, 
i.e. radiography using a LINAC and phosphor screens coupled
to sCMOS cameras. The imaging performances estimation on
the different PLINIUS-2 experiments is therefore based on the
simulation presented in paragraph II.
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where, for each material m on the path from the source to 
point (y,z), m is the attenuation coefficient (in cm-1) and em is 
the thickness crossed by the X-ray in this material.
At this step of the simulation, we get the X-ray flux incident 
on the detector.
The second part of the simulation is the computation of the
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fluctuation of X-photons and visible photons counting, 
accounts for the swank and readout noise sources.
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the detector response FWHM for a point-source, resulting in 
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The absolute simulated signal in ADC units is quantitatively 
comparable to experimental raw signals taken on the 
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subtraction or normalization.
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the scattered X-ray flux, i.e. photons that encountered 
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interpreted as coming directly from the source.
The MCNP code is used to evaluate the bias on the X-ray flux 
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the detector is then constituted once for all in a given 
configuration. Scattering due to objects inside the column is 
considered as high as scattering due to the background (water 
or sodium for PLINIUS-2). In the presence of corium, the 
scattering flux will then be slightly overestimated.
The MODHERATO code has been upgraded to take the 
scattered-photon flux map on the detector surface as an input, 
and add it to the attenuated direct flux I. The total flux on the 
detector surface corresponds to both direct and scattered flux 
contributions: Itot(y,z) = I(y,z) + Is(y,z). Fig. 2 shows the ratio 
of direct over scattered flux on the Gadox plate in KROTOS, 
given by MCNP. This ratio is around 2, i.e. the scattered flux 
represents about 1/3 of the total flux. It is interesting to note 
that the direct flux I on the detector is peaked on the image 
center, due to the LINAC emitting preferentially forward, 
whereas the scattered flux is rather spread on the image. The 
scattering is therefore less disadvantageous in the image 
center.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of direct flux over scattered flux on the Gadox screen for the 
KROTOS water test section (MCNP simulation).

C. Validation on KROTOS images
KROTOS is a good representation of the future PLINIUS-2
imaging challenges. Especially for the corium-coolant 
interaction (interaction of corium with water or sodium), the 
future experiments are extended from KROTOS. Images taken 
on KROTOS in small-field configuration with a known 
phantom were used to validate the simulation. The phantom 
consists in a polyethylene cylinder of density 0.95, 
representing water (similar density and attenuation power),
containing various steel balls of known positions and 
diameters (see Fig. 3). This phantom was created originally to 
estimate the detection limit of the set-up.

Fig. 3. Steel balls phantom: polyethylene cylinder (left). The inside of the 
cylinder is filled either with polyethylene or with the plate containing the balls 
(right).

Fig. 4 presents the real image from one of the four cameras, 
together with the simulated image using the same grey-scale.
Fig. 5 shows the signal on the central horizontal profile 
(pictured in green on Fig. 4), in the case of real image (raw 
signal from one camera, in ADC units) and simulated image 
(simulation signal in ADC units). The simulated profile 
without scattered flux contribution is also presented to 
highlight the scattering correction impact.

Fig. 4. Real image (left) and corresponding simulated image (right) of the 
steel balls phantom on KROTOS.

Fig. 5. Comparison between real signal taken on KROTOS and corresponding 
simulated signal from MODHERATO, with and without scattering, for the 
green profile of Fig. 4.

The account of scattered flux significantly reduces 
discrepancy between simulated and measured data as 
expected. Very good agreement is achieved, especially near 
the image center. Near the edge of the picture, the measured 
signal darkens due to a vignetting effect of the camera 
objective, which is not simulated to date. The noise level is 
also well reproduced by the simulation: around 1.2% of the 
total signal.

As it was shown in paragraph A, the simulation only relies on 
parameters obtained by simulation (MCNP) or known from 
the cameras documentation. No empirical artefact is added to 
the calculated signal. Therefore, the good agreement with the 
measured data is a validation that the simulation is predictive
for such systems.
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A. Corium-coolant interaction study on PLINIUS-2
On the continuation of the KROTOS experiment on PLINIUS, 
PLINIUS-2 will host bigger test columns for the study of 
corium-sodium interaction (IC-Na) and corium-water 
interaction (IC-E). A detailed study of the imaging 
performances expected on IC-Na has already been performed 
based on the MODHERATO simulation described in 
paragraph II. A similar design study will be done for IC-E
imaging as well. In the following, we will summarize the 
results obtained for IC-Na and the main characteristics of the 
future IC-E imaging set-up.
The principle for IC-Na is the same as on KROTOS: sudden 
hot corium release in a test column, filled with liquid sodium 
about 800°C instead of water.

The X-ray attenuation in matter depends for a part on the 
nature of elements composing the material and on the X-ray 
energy. But for a given X-ray source, the attenuation is mostly 
related to the surface density, defined as the product of the 
material density and thickness e. The surface density of 
KROTOS is 36 g/cm2, whereas the IC-Na surface density will 
be 137 g/cm2, due to a larger sodium column and to important 
thermal shielding, and despite the liquid sodium density of 
0.75. Therefore, the 9 MeV LINAC in use on KROTOS would 
not give enough output flux for a good quality image. A 
15 MeV LINAC will be used, delivering about 100 Gy/min at
1 m. The optical coupling between the Gadox plate and the 
sCMOS cameras is also optimized. Instead of having 1 camera 
per acquisition and 4 cameras alternating to achieve a better 
image frequency, on IC-Na the 4 cameras will be required for 
each image. This implies a reduction in the image frequency to 
about 100 Hz, which is an acceptable frequency for the 
LINAC. The collected optical signal emitted by the Gadox 
layer is then 4 times higher than with only one camera.
Another option is considered for the scintillating material, by 
replacing the Gadox 2D plate by a set of LYSO 
(Lu2(1-x)Y2xSiO5:Ce) scintillating crystals jointed together on a 
2D screen. These crystals have high detection efficiency for 
several MeV photons: about 35% for a 2 cm thick LYSO 
crystal, for about 4% for the current KROTOS 1.4 mm tick
Gadox layer. Due to the achievable size for current LYSO 
crystals available, imaging the whole column width would
require a screen of about 30 crystals, i.e. about 45 cm x 50 cm, 
for a radiographic magnification factor of 1.45. Both options 
(LYSO assembly or Gadox screen) are currently considered 
and were evaluated by simulation. Additional MCNP 
calculations were run prior to the MODHERATO simulation:
one to get the characteristics of the 15 MeV source (energy 
and angular distributions), one to get the scattered X-ray flux 
associated to the IC-Na configuration, and one to describe the 
LYSO crystals (deposited energy per X-ray energy and swank 
noise). Fig. 6 shows the expected signal, obtained with 
MODHERATO, for the same iron balls as on the phantom of 
Fig. 3 in the PLINIUS-2 IC-Na test section, for both 
scintillator options. The KROTOS signal is also shown on the 
same figure for comparison. With the 15 MeV LINAC and 4 
cameras instead of 1, we finally get more output signal than 
we have on KROTOS, despite the high-attenuating sodium 
section. Moreover, the use of LYSO crystals instead of the 

Gadox screen significantly increases the signal, and thus, 
reduces the statistical noise level. We remind here that the 
noise is also simulated.

Fig. 6. Expected signal obtained on PLINIUS-2 IC-Na with the same iron 
balls than on the KROTOS phantom of Fig. 3 (simulation). The KROTOS 
signal is shown for comparison. The two scintillator options, Gadox and 
LYSO screens, are shown.

Fig. 7. Contrast-to-noise ratio corresponding to the signals of Fig. 6 for 
PLINIUS-2 IC-Na (Gadox or LYSO screen) and in the case of KROTOS.

Fig. 7 shows the contrast-to-noise ratio associated to these 
signals. A contrast of more than 5 times the background noise 
level (i.e. contrast-to-noise ratio superior to 5) is the criterion 
of object detectability (detection limit). The noise being for a
large part related to the X-ray flux, and less dependent on the 
scintillator-camera coupling, the Gadox configuration leads to 
a lower contrast-to-noise ratio than on KROTOS where the 
output signal is lower. In the case of the LYSO screen on the 
contrary, we get higher contrast-to-noise ratio: around twice 
the values obtained with Gadox, which leads directly to the 
ability to detect twice smaller objects. The detection limit is 
determined using the balls phantom, as the diameter of the 
smallest detected steel ball. The phantom contains balls of 
various diameters, especially every 1 mm between 2 mm and 
10 mm. The detection limit is about 8 mm for the Gadox 
solution, which is the same as KROTOS in its large-field 
configuration. It falls down to 5 mm when using the LYSO 
crystals, which is the same as KROTOS in small-field 
configuration. One should note that since the corium 

attenuates slightly more than steel, the detection limit for 
corium will be better.
In both cases (Gadox or LYSO) the use of a 15 MeV LINAC 
and 4 cameras leads to a detection limit and noise level of the 
same order than on KROTOS. The design of IC-Na is 
therefore validated.

The IC-E test section geometry and composition is under 
design, the associated imaging set-up design will be close to 
the one for IC-Na. The surface density of the column should 
not exceed that of the IC-Na test section, around 137 g/cm2, in 
order to have a comparable attenuation.

B. Corium stratification experiment
Imaging will also be required for the study of corium 
stratification. The experiment consists in observing the 
evolution of different corium phases inside a crucible of
diameter about 30 cm. A feasibility study for a real-time X-ray 
imaging with a framerate of 1 image/s has been performed 
using MODHERATO, accounting for scattering, based on 
corium behavior previsions. The corium cylinder is 
decomposed into 33 slices of different chemical composition 
and density. The time evolution of these 33 slices is 
discretized into 17 configurations. Fig. 8 shows images 
calculated with MODHERATO of 3 typical configurations 
using a 15 MeV LINAC, and the same detector as on 
KROTOS (Gadox coupled to 1 camera per image). The
interfaces between different type of corium phases (oxide, 
light metal, heavy metal) are detectable, as shown on Fig. 9. A
more detailed study is planned in a close future to establish the 
ability of high-energy X-ray imaging to study the shape 
evolution of these interfaces.

Fig. 8. Evolution of the different corium phases (simulation radiography).

Fig. 9. Vertical profile of corium cylinder in configuration 7 (simulation), 
indicated in green on Fig. 8. The two peaks correspond to the two interfaces 
visible on Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented real-time X-ray imaging 
which is a high value-added feature of severe nuclear 
accidents study performed at CEA in Cadarache. Such an
imaging set-up is already used on the PLINIUS platform with 
success, and will be extended for the future PLINIUS-2
platform large-scale test facilities, on which higher attenuation 
is expected. These new imaging systems will require the use 
of a more powerful 15 MeV source, instead of the current 9 
MeV LINAC.
We described the simulation principle, using the 
MODHERATO code developed at CEA Cadarache, from the 
description of the source spectrum, object geometry and 
detector characteristics, to obtain a simulated “raw” signal in
the same units as the signal from the cameras. The simulation 
includes calculation of statistical noise, due to X-photons and 
scintillation photons, swank and readout noises, as well as 
image blur due to the source spot-size and detector 
unsharpness. The simulated signal also accounts for the 
scattered flux contribution, calculated beforehand using the 
MCNP transport code. We also presented a comparison 
between measured and simulated “raw” signals, in the case of 
a phantom used on KROTOS. Since excellent agreement is 
achieved, the simulation was validated. The imaging 
performances expected on PLINIUS-2 were then estimated 
using the simulation. A design study for the future IC-Na
imaging set-up was performed using MODHERATO, which 
confirms performances of the order of the KROTOS imaging 
quality. A feasibility study has also been performed for high-
energy X-ray imaging for corium stratification study, giving 
satisfactory results. A similar study is planned for the imaging 
design on the future IC-E test section.
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A. Corium-coolant interaction study on PLINIUS-2
On the continuation of the KROTOS experiment on PLINIUS, 
PLINIUS-2 will host bigger test columns for the study of 
corium-sodium interaction (IC-Na) and corium-water 
interaction (IC-E). A detailed study of the imaging 
performances expected on IC-Na has already been performed 
based on the MODHERATO simulation described in 
paragraph II. A similar design study will be done for IC-E
imaging as well. In the following, we will summarize the 
results obtained for IC-Na and the main characteristics of the 
future IC-E imaging set-up.
The principle for IC-Na is the same as on KROTOS: sudden 
hot corium release in a test column, filled with liquid sodium 
about 800°C instead of water.

The X-ray attenuation in matter depends for a part on the 
nature of elements composing the material and on the X-ray 
energy. But for a given X-ray source, the attenuation is mostly 
related to the surface density, defined as the product of the 
material density and thickness e. The surface density of 
KROTOS is 36 g/cm2, whereas the IC-Na surface density will 
be 137 g/cm2, due to a larger sodium column and to important 
thermal shielding, and despite the liquid sodium density of 
0.75. Therefore, the 9 MeV LINAC in use on KROTOS would 
not give enough output flux for a good quality image. A 
15 MeV LINAC will be used, delivering about 100 Gy/min at
1 m. The optical coupling between the Gadox plate and the 
sCMOS cameras is also optimized. Instead of having 1 camera 
per acquisition and 4 cameras alternating to achieve a better 
image frequency, on IC-Na the 4 cameras will be required for 
each image. This implies a reduction in the image frequency to 
about 100 Hz, which is an acceptable frequency for the 
LINAC. The collected optical signal emitted by the Gadox 
layer is then 4 times higher than with only one camera.
Another option is considered for the scintillating material, by 
replacing the Gadox 2D plate by a set of LYSO 
(Lu2(1-x)Y2xSiO5:Ce) scintillating crystals jointed together on a 
2D screen. These crystals have high detection efficiency for 
several MeV photons: about 35% for a 2 cm thick LYSO 
crystal, for about 4% for the current KROTOS 1.4 mm tick
Gadox layer. Due to the achievable size for current LYSO 
crystals available, imaging the whole column width would
require a screen of about 30 crystals, i.e. about 45 cm x 50 cm, 
for a radiographic magnification factor of 1.45. Both options 
(LYSO assembly or Gadox screen) are currently considered 
and were evaluated by simulation. Additional MCNP 
calculations were run prior to the MODHERATO simulation:
one to get the characteristics of the 15 MeV source (energy 
and angular distributions), one to get the scattered X-ray flux 
associated to the IC-Na configuration, and one to describe the 
LYSO crystals (deposited energy per X-ray energy and swank 
noise). Fig. 6 shows the expected signal, obtained with 
MODHERATO, for the same iron balls as on the phantom of 
Fig. 3 in the PLINIUS-2 IC-Na test section, for both 
scintillator options. The KROTOS signal is also shown on the 
same figure for comparison. With the 15 MeV LINAC and 4 
cameras instead of 1, we finally get more output signal than 
we have on KROTOS, despite the high-attenuating sodium 
section. Moreover, the use of LYSO crystals instead of the 

Gadox screen significantly increases the signal, and thus, 
reduces the statistical noise level. We remind here that the 
noise is also simulated.

Fig. 6. Expected signal obtained on PLINIUS-2 IC-Na with the same iron 
balls than on the KROTOS phantom of Fig. 3 (simulation). The KROTOS 
signal is shown for comparison. The two scintillator options, Gadox and 
LYSO screens, are shown.

Fig. 7. Contrast-to-noise ratio corresponding to the signals of Fig. 6 for 
PLINIUS-2 IC-Na (Gadox or LYSO screen) and in the case of KROTOS.

Fig. 7 shows the contrast-to-noise ratio associated to these 
signals. A contrast of more than 5 times the background noise 
level (i.e. contrast-to-noise ratio superior to 5) is the criterion 
of object detectability (detection limit). The noise being for a
large part related to the X-ray flux, and less dependent on the 
scintillator-camera coupling, the Gadox configuration leads to 
a lower contrast-to-noise ratio than on KROTOS where the 
output signal is lower. In the case of the LYSO screen on the 
contrary, we get higher contrast-to-noise ratio: around twice 
the values obtained with Gadox, which leads directly to the 
ability to detect twice smaller objects. The detection limit is 
determined using the balls phantom, as the diameter of the 
smallest detected steel ball. The phantom contains balls of 
various diameters, especially every 1 mm between 2 mm and 
10 mm. The detection limit is about 8 mm for the Gadox 
solution, which is the same as KROTOS in its large-field 
configuration. It falls down to 5 mm when using the LYSO 
crystals, which is the same as KROTOS in small-field 
configuration. One should note that since the corium 

attenuates slightly more than steel, the detection limit for 
corium will be better.
In both cases (Gadox or LYSO) the use of a 15 MeV LINAC 
and 4 cameras leads to a detection limit and noise level of the 
same order than on KROTOS. The design of IC-Na is 
therefore validated.

The IC-E test section geometry and composition is under 
design, the associated imaging set-up design will be close to 
the one for IC-Na. The surface density of the column should 
not exceed that of the IC-Na test section, around 137 g/cm2, in 
order to have a comparable attenuation.

B. Corium stratification experiment
Imaging will also be required for the study of corium 
stratification. The experiment consists in observing the 
evolution of different corium phases inside a crucible of
diameter about 30 cm. A feasibility study for a real-time X-ray 
imaging with a framerate of 1 image/s has been performed 
using MODHERATO, accounting for scattering, based on 
corium behavior previsions. The corium cylinder is 
decomposed into 33 slices of different chemical composition 
and density. The time evolution of these 33 slices is 
discretized into 17 configurations. Fig. 8 shows images 
calculated with MODHERATO of 3 typical configurations 
using a 15 MeV LINAC, and the same detector as on 
KROTOS (Gadox coupled to 1 camera per image). The
interfaces between different type of corium phases (oxide, 
light metal, heavy metal) are detectable, as shown on Fig. 9. A
more detailed study is planned in a close future to establish the 
ability of high-energy X-ray imaging to study the shape 
evolution of these interfaces.

Fig. 8. Evolution of the different corium phases (simulation radiography).

Fig. 9. Vertical profile of corium cylinder in configuration 7 (simulation), 
indicated in green on Fig. 8. The two peaks correspond to the two interfaces 
visible on Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented real-time X-ray imaging 
which is a high value-added feature of severe nuclear 
accidents study performed at CEA in Cadarache. Such an
imaging set-up is already used on the PLINIUS platform with 
success, and will be extended for the future PLINIUS-2
platform large-scale test facilities, on which higher attenuation 
is expected. These new imaging systems will require the use 
of a more powerful 15 MeV source, instead of the current 9 
MeV LINAC.
We described the simulation principle, using the 
MODHERATO code developed at CEA Cadarache, from the 
description of the source spectrum, object geometry and 
detector characteristics, to obtain a simulated “raw” signal in
the same units as the signal from the cameras. The simulation 
includes calculation of statistical noise, due to X-photons and 
scintillation photons, swank and readout noises, as well as 
image blur due to the source spot-size and detector 
unsharpness. The simulated signal also accounts for the 
scattered flux contribution, calculated beforehand using the 
MCNP transport code. We also presented a comparison 
between measured and simulated “raw” signals, in the case of 
a phantom used on KROTOS. Since excellent agreement is 
achieved, the simulation was validated. The imaging 
performances expected on PLINIUS-2 were then estimated 
using the simulation. A design study for the future IC-Na
imaging set-up was performed using MODHERATO, which 
confirms performances of the order of the KROTOS imaging 
quality. A feasibility study has also been performed for high-
energy X-ray imaging for corium stratification study, giving 
satisfactory results. A similar study is planned for the imaging 
design on the future IC-E test section.
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